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Cleat Cute May 05 2024 * USA TODAY BESTSELLER * A sapphic rivals to lovers rom com for fans
of Ted Lasso and A League of Their Own, where two soccer teammates are at odds before falling in
love as their team gears up for the World Cup. Grace Henderson has been a star of the US Women’s
National Team for ten years, even though she’s only 26. But when she’s sidelined with an injury, a
bold new upstart, Phoebe Matthews, takes her spot. 22-year-old Phoebe is everything Grace isn’t—a
gregarious jokester who plays with a joy that Grace lost somewhere along the way. The last thing
Grace expects is to become teammates with benefits with this class clown she sees as her rival.
Phoebe Matthews is too focused on her first season as a professional soccer player to think about
seducing her longtime idol. But when Grace ends up making the first move, they can’t keep their
hands off of each other. As the World Cup approaches and Grace works her way back from injury, a
miscommunication leaves the women with hilariously different perspectives on their relationship.
But they’re on the same page on the field, realizing they can play together instead of vying for the
same position. With every tackle the tension between them grows, and both players soon have to
decide what's more important—being together or making the roster. The perfect blend of funny and
steamy, Meryl Wilsner’s Cleat Cute is about being brave enough to win on and off the field.
Green Buddhism Jan 21 2023 At a time of growing environmental crisis, a pioneer of Green Buddhist
thought offers challenging and illuminating perspectives. With species rapidly disappearing and
global temperatures rising, there is more urgency than ever to act on the ecological crises we face.
Hundreds of millions of people around the world—including unprecedented numbers of
Westerners—now practice Buddhism. Can Buddhists be a critical voice in the green conversation?
Leading Buddhist environmentalist Stephanie Kaza has spent her career exploring the intersection
of religion and ecology. With so much at stake, she offers guidance on how people and communities
can draw on Buddhist concepts and practices to live more sustainable lives on our one and only
home.
Eliza Kingston Mysteries Box Set One Aug 28 2023 You can run from your demons, but you can't
escape evil. Eliza Kingston moved away from Silver Lake twenty years ago after a tragedy rocked
the town. She never expected to move back and she certainly never expected to find herself in the
middle of a murderer's deadly games. This box set contains the first three books of the Eliza
Kingston Mystery Series: Pride of Lions, Den of Snakes, and Murder of Crows. ********** Topics:
romantic suspense, mystery, murder mystery, serial killer, detective, police procedural, amateur
detective, crime, suspense, psychological thriller, friends to lovers, romance, love story, mystery
series, romance series, twist, surprise, suspenseful, surprising, female sleuth, female heroine Perfect



for fans of: Kendra Elliot, Melinda Leigh, Blake Pierce, Lisa Regan, A.J. Rivers, Mary Burton, Nora
Roberts, Lisa Jackson, Lisa Gray, Rachel Caine, T.R. Ragan, D.K. Hood
Love on Lexington Avenue Jan 26 2021 A Goodreads Best Romance “Fans of The Devil Wears
Prada will flip over Love on Lexington Avenue.” —Karen Hawkins, New York Times bestselling
author From New York Times bestselling author Lauren Layne comes the second delightfully
charming installment in the Central Park Pact series, following a young widow whose newfound
cynicism about love is challenged by a sexy, rough-around-the-edges contractor. There are no good
men left in New York City. At least that’s Claire Hayes’s conviction after finding out her late
husband was not the man she thought he was. Determined to rid her home of anything that reminds
her of her cheating husband, Claire sets out to redesign her boring, beige Upper East Side
brownstone and make it something all her own. But what starts out as a simple renovation becomes
a lot more complicated when she meets her bad-tempered contractor Scott Turner. Scott bluntly
makes it known to Claire that he only took on her house for a change of pace from the corporate
offices and swanky hotels he’s been building lately, and he doesn’t hesitate to add that he has no
patience for a pampered, damaged princess with a penchant for pink. But when long workdays turn
into even longer nights, their mutual wariness morphs into something more complicated—a
grudging respect, and maybe even attraction... Filled with laugh-out-loud scenes that blend perfectly
with the touching friendships Layne brings to life on the page, this “hugely entertaining” (USA
TODAY) novel is perfect for fans of Lauren Weisberger.
Girl Culture: Girl culture A to Z Feb 19 2023 Investigates the increasingly complex relationships,
struggles, obsessions, and idols of American tween and teen girls. From pre-school to high school
and beyond, this work tackles many hot-button issues, including the barrage of advertising geared
toward very young girls emphasizing sexuality and extreme thinness.
Rudimentary Theory About Quantum Entanglement and Twin States Apr 11 2022 Do you want to live
on Mars your whole life? Before the end of the 21st century, humanity will face the exploration of
the interior of a black hole. Using quantum physics properties, it will think of sending a laser beam
loaded with a zoo of particles susceptible to changes and variations directly into the hole to be used
as drones, and entangled with its peers on Earth that will await their signals from measurements in
the interior of a quantum computer, these signals escaping instantaneously to the hole mass and
arriving in the same way to our the planet thanks to the "ghostly action at a distance". But Scott and
Andrew were already communicating in that... "natural" way. Synopsis. It's a story about opposites,
about crazy hypotheses of physics and the human spirit. Within this scenario and bound by the same
laws are Scott Moreno, a colonist on Mars, and Andrew Moreno, an eco-terrorist activist from
Greenwars, twins separated by the distances between the red planet and Earth. As children, they
always experienced a strange connection that is enhanced by stress. Will willpower and the desire
for siblings reunite reverse entropy? It is an extremely rationalist science fiction novel, set on Mars
and Earth in the year 2104 where there is a parallel between particle communication and the human
mind from conception. Inspired by the 1844 novel by Alexander Dumas, "The Corsican Brothers", the
story talks about the ins and outs of living on Mars added to regret the remoteness of the family, at a
time when humanity achieved ecological stability through a terrorist fight, and begins to dismiss the
colonization of the red planet, in an America recently shaken by a resurgence of the intolerance
message towards Latins who tries to recover by remembering the Germany of the 1930s. Do you ...
do you sense what is happening to your brother in the distance? Can you tell the limit in kilometers
of that feeling?
CompTIA Network+ Certification Study Guide: Exam N10-004 Sep 04 2021 CompTIA Network+
Certification Study Guide: Exam N10-004, Second Edition, offers a practical guide for those
interested in pursuing CompTIA Network+ certification. It presents the fundamental terminology
needed to perform duties as a network technician and to pass the CompTIA Network+ exam. The
book begins with a brief history of the development of networks, including their origins and where
they are heading. It describes network models such as centralized and decentralized, and
distinguishes between a local area network (LAN) and a wide area network (WAN). The discussions



include cable connections and termination for the Network+ exam; the meaning of convergence; and
the most common network devices being used on small and large networks, including the Internet.
The role of switches in improving network functionality and enhancing security is described. The
book also contains chapters on wireless networking; Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model;
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP); wide area network (WAN) technologies;
network security; and network management and troubleshooting. New to this edition in accordance
with the newly revised exam is an intensified focus on network security Two NEW practice exams to
help eliminate test-day jitters Tiered chapter ending questions that allow for graduated learning
Covers everything from test taking techniques to advanced topics - keeping the beginner and
intermediate IT professional in mind Layout of the guide parallels the Network+ N10-004 objectives
for ease of study
The Last Graduate Jun 25 2023 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The specter of graduation looms
large as Naomi Novik’s groundbreaking, New York Times bestselling trilogy continues in the
stunning sequel to A Deadly Education. “The climactic graduation-day battle will bring cheers, tears,
and gasps as the second of the Scholomance trilogy closes with a breathtaking cliff-
hanger.”—Booklist (starred review) HUGO AWARD FINALIST • LOCUS AWARD FINALIST • ONE
OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR: Polygon, Thrillist, She Reads In Wisdom, Shelter. That’s the
official motto of the Scholomance. I suppose you could even argue that it’s true—only the wisdom is
hard to come by, so the shelter’s rather scant. Our beloved school does its best to devour all its
students—but now that I’ve reached my senior year and have actually won myself a handful of allies,
it’s suddenly developed a very particular craving for me. And even if I somehow make it through the
endless waves of maleficaria that it keeps throwing at me in between grueling homework
assignments, I haven’t any idea how my allies and I are going to make it through the graduation hall
alive. Unless, of course, I finally accept my foretold destiny of dark sorcery and destruction. That
would certainly let me sail straight out of here. The course of wisdom, surely. But I’m not giving
in—not to the mals, not to fate, and especially not to the Scholomance. I’m going to get myself and
my friends out of this hideous place for good—even if it’s the last thing I do. With keen insight and
mordant humor, Novik reminds us that sometimes it is not enough to rewrite the rules—sometimes,
you need to toss out the entire rulebook. The magic of the Scholomance trilogy continues in The
Golden Enclaves
Wendy Feb 27 2021 Walter Scott’s Wendy comics have become a critical sensation, with rave
reviews in The New Yorker and The Guardian, and an appearance in the Best American Comics
anthology. Learn Wendy’s origin story as Scott hilariously plumbs millennial culture, creative ennui,
and the nepotism of the art world’s institutions. Wendy’s an aspiring artist in a party city, and she’s
in a rut. She spends her time snorting mdma in gallery bathrooms and watching Nurse Jackie reruns
on her laptop while hungover. So when she’s accepted into the prestigious Flojo Island residency,
Wendy vows to buckle down and get working. But during the remote, woodsy residency, Wendy and
her collaborator/bff Winona put on a performance piece that becomes the centre of an art world
controversy, and so Wendy returns to Montreal, getting a job in a coffee shop to make ends meet.
With Wendy, Scott launches the Wendyverse, brimming with painfully relatable characters like the
back-stabbing frenemy Tina, the name-dropping Paloma, the cool drummer Wendy obsesses over,
Jeff, and of course, our treasured Wendy, the hot mess we can’t live without. In blunt, laugh out loud
funny vignettes with perfect punchlines, Scott illuminates the opacity of artspeak and the ceaseless
anxieties plaguing a largely privileged generation.
Billboard Sep 16 2022 In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music
publication and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard
publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video,
gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
On Booze Oct 18 2022 A collection of F. Scott Fitzgerald's best drinking stories makes this the most
intoxicating New Directions Pearl yet!
Billboard Feb 07 2022 In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music



publication and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard
publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video,
gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
Gettin' Hooked Jun 06 2024 Click for your dream date Could she go to the senior dance with just any
guy? No way. Imani Lane has her heart set on Maurice, the hottest guy in town. But he isn't exactly
asking. So she comes up with an idea to help herself-and everyone else, too. An online dating hookup
site for local teens! Her friends and cousin can find their dream dates, and Imani can brilliantly
engineer her own profile to match Maurice's. Problem is, the Web site is becoming too popular. Guys
who are looking for hookups-say, with Imani's own impressionable cousin-now include some very
sleazy types. So Imani has to get things unhooked and fast.
The Theatre of Naomi Wallace Mar 03 2024 Naomi Wallace, an American playwright based in
Britain, is one of the more original and provocative voices in contemporary theatre. Her poetic,
erotically-charged, and politically engaged plays have been seen in London's West End, off-
Broadway, at the Comédie-Française, in regional and provincial theaters, and on college campuses
around the world. Known for their intimate, sensual encounters examining the relationship between
identity and power, Wallace's works have attracted a wide range of theatre practitioners, including
such important directors as Dominic Dromgoole, Ron Daniels, Jo Bonney, and Kwame Kwei-Armah.
Drawing on scholars, activists, historians, and theatre artists in the United States, Canada, Britain,
and the Middle East, this anthology of essays presents a comprehensive overview of Wallace's body
of work that will be of use to theatre practitioners, students, scholars, and educators alike.
The Kaleidoscope of Gender Dec 08 2021 The Kaleidoscope of Gender: Prisms, Patterns, and
Possibilities provides an accessible, timely, and stimulating overview of the cutting-edge literature
and theoretical frameworks in sociology and related fields in order to understand the social
construction of gender. The kaleidoscope metaphor and its three themes—prisms, patterns, and
possibilities—unify topic areas throughout the book. By focusing on the prisms through which
gender is shaped, the patterns which gender takes, and the possibilities for social change, the
reader gains a deeper understanding of ourselves and our relationships with others, both locally and
globally. Editors Catherine Valentine, Mary Nell Trautner and the work of Joan Spade focus on the
paradigms and approaches to gender studies that are constantly changing and evolving. The Sixth
Edition includes incorporation of increased emphasis on global perspectives, updated contemporary
social movements, such as #BlackLivesMatter and #MeToo, and an updated focus on gendered
violence.
A Matter of Days Jun 01 2021 “Gripping and poignant, A Matter of Days takes readers on a heart-
stopping journey of love and survival.“ — New York Times bestselling author Carrie Jones Their new
reality begins in just a matter of days. On Day 56 of the Blustar Pandemic, sixteen-year-old Nadia’s
mother dies, leaving Nadia to fend for herself and her younger brother, Rabbit. Both have been
immunized against the virus, but they can’t be protected from what comes next. Their father taught
them to “be the cockroach”—to adapt to and survive whatever comes their way. And that’s their
mission. Facing a lawless world of destruction and deprivation, Nadia and Rabbit drive from Seattle
to their grandfather’s compound in West Virginia. The illness, fatigue, and hunger they endure along
the way will all be worth it once they reach the compound. Unless no one is waiting for them . . .
“Fans of Rick Yancey’s The 5th Wave, S. D. Crockett’s After the Snow, or Cormac McCarthy’s adult
novel The Road will find this a satisfying read.” —SLJ “An exciting apocalyptic road trip.”
—Publishers Weekly
Perfect Little Monsters May 25 2023 Someone has murdered the queen bee of Sierton High
School. All the dead girl's friends are suspects. And each one has a reason for wanting her to die.
Ella Moore was the most popular girl in school...and also the most hated. When she's murdered at
her own party, there are too many suspects to count. And too many people who think she deserved
it. The police's prime suspect is the new girl, Dawn Foster. Dawn was the last to hand Ella a drink on
the night she died. Plus, all of Ella's friends with a motive for wanting Ella dead are more than
willing to throw Dawn under the bus, if it means keeping the heat off themselves. But Dawn refuses



to go down without a fight. She's determined to clear her name. As she delves deeper into the past,
she discovers that Ella and her friends had major enemies, and someone is out for revenge. Dawn
must uncover the truth before the police arrest the wrong suspect... and before the next person dies.
Kings of Their Own Ocean Jul 27 2023 **THE INSTANT INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER** This is a
tale of human obsession, one intrepid tuna, the dedicated fisherman who caught and set her free,
the promises and limits of ocean science, and the big truth of how our insatiable appetite for bluefin
transformed a cottage industry into a global dilemma. In 2004, an enigmatic charter captain named
Al Anderson caught and marked one Atlantic bluefin tuna off New England’s coast with a plastic fish
tag. Fourteen years later that fish—dubbed Amelia for her ocean-spanning journeys—died in a
Mediterranean fish trap, sparking Karen Pinchin’s riveting investigation into the marvels, struggles,
and prehistoric legacy of this remarkable species. Over his fishing career Al marked more than sixty
thousand fish with plastic tags, an obsession that made him nearly as many enemies as it did friends.
His quest landed him in the crossfire of an ongoing fight between a booming bluefin tuna industry
and desperate conservation efforts, a conflict that is once again heating up as overfishing and
climate change threaten the fish’s fate. Kings of Their Own Ocean is an urgent investigation that
combines science, business, crime, and environmental justice. As Pinchin writes, “as a global
community, we are collectively only ever a few terrible choices away from wiping out any ocean
species.” Through her exclusive access and interdisciplinary, mesmerizing lens, readers will join her
on boats and docks as she visits tuna hot spots and scientists from Portugal to Japan, New Jersey to
Nova Scotia, and glimpse, as the author does, rays of dazzling hope for the future of our oceans.
Payback Time Apr 23 2023 Award-winning novelist Carl Deuker creates a mystery-thriller against
the backdrop of high school football and the criminal underworld.
Harmonic Feedback Mar 23 2023 Sixteen-year-old, music- and sound design-obsessed Drea
doesn't have friends. She has, as she's often reminded, issues. Drea's mom and a rotating band of
psychiatrists have settled on "a touch of Asperger's." Having just moved to the latest in a string of
new towns, Drea meets two other outsiders. And Naomi and Justin seem to actually like Drea. The
three of them form a band after an impromptu, Portishead-comparison-worthy jam after school.
Justin swiftly challenges not only Drea's preference for Poe over Black Lab but also her perceived
inability to connect with another person. Justin, against all odds, may even like like Drea. It's obvious
that Drea can't hide behind her sound equipment anymore. But just when she's found not one but
two true friends, can she stand to lose one of them? Harmonic Feedback is a 2011 Bank Street - Best
Children's Book of the Year.
Lemonade Mouth Jan 09 2022 Poets. Geniuses. Revolutionaries. The members of the legendary
band Lemonade Mouth have been called all of these things. But until now, nobody's known the
inside story of how this powerhouse band came to be. How five outcasts in Opoquonsett High
School's freshman class found each other, found the music, and went on to change both rock and roll
and high school as we know it. Wen, Stella, Charlie, Olivia, and Mo take us back to that fateful
detention where a dentist's jingle, a teacher's coughing fit, and a beat-up ukelele gave birth to
Rhode Island's most influential band. Told in each of their five voices and compiled by Opoquonsett's
"scene queen," freshman Naomi Fishmeier, this anthology is their definitive history.
Marriage on Madison Avenue May 13 2022 A USA TODAY bestseller! One of O, The Oprah
Magazine’s “22 Romance Novels That Are Set to Be the Best of 2020” and one of Goodreads’s “28 of
the Hottest Romances of 2020” From New York Times bestselling author Lauren Layne, the “queen
of witty dialogue” (Rachel Van Dyken, New York Times bestselling author), comes the final
installment of the Central Park Pact series, a heartfelt and laugh-out-loud romantic comedy that’s
perfect for fans of Sally Thorne and Christina Lauren. Can guys and girls ever be just friends?
According to Audrey Tate and Clarke West, absolutely. After all, they’ve been best friends since
childhood without a single romantic entanglement. Clarke is the charming playboy Audrey can
always count on, and he knows that the ever-loyal Audrey will never not play along with his strategy
for dodging his matchmaking mother—announcing he’s already engaged…to Audrey. But what starts
out as a playful game between two best friends turns into something infinitely more complicated, as



just-for-show kisses begin to stir up forbidden feelings. As the faux wedding date looms closer,
Audrey and Clarke realize that they can never go back to the way things were, but deep down, do
they really want to?
Girl Culture [2 volumes] Feb 02 2024 Never before has so much popular culture been produced
about what it means to be a girl in today's society. From the first appearance of Nancy Drew in
1930, to Seventeen magazine in 1944 to the emergence of Bratz dolls in 2001, girl culture has been
increasingly linked to popular culture and an escalating of commodities directed towards girls of all
ages. Editors Claudia A. Mitchell and Jacqueline Reid-Walsh investigate the increasingly complex
relationships, struggles, obsessions, and idols of American tween and teen girls who are growing up
faster today than ever before. From pre-school to high school and beyond, Girl Culture tackles
numerous hot-button issues, including the recent barrage of advertising geared toward very young
girls emphasizing sexuality and extreme thinness. Nothing is off-limits: body image, peer pressure,
cliques, gangs, and plastic surgery are among the over 250 in-depth entries highlighted.
Comprehensive in its coverage of the twenty and twenty-first century trendsetters, fashion,
literature, film, in-group rituals and hot-button issues that shape—and are shaped by—girl culture,
this two-volume resource offers a wealth of information to help students, educators, and interested
readers better understand the ongoing interplay between girls and mainstream culture.
Futurewords: A Brick Cave Anthology Jul 03 2021
Hooked on Horror Oct 30 2023 The expanded second edition of this award-winning readers'
advisory guide describes and organizes hundreds of horror titles according to reading preference.
Focusing on titles published in the last decade as well as older classics, the authors cover 13 popular
subgenres of horror fiction; lively annotations, commentary, background information, and lists of
pertinent resources accompany titles. New features include streamlined organization for easy
access, the inclusion of graphic novels, and indications of audio, e-book, and large print formats.
Hundreds of new and classic horror titles are described and organized according to reading
preferences in this expanded second edition of Fonseca and Pulliam's award-winning readers'
advisory guide. Focusing on titles published in the last decade and older classics that are currently
in print or commonly available in libraries, the authors cover 13 popular subgenres of horror fiction,
including vampires and werewolves, techno horror, ghosts and haunted houses, and small town
horror. Lively annotations and commentary help you find the right book for even your most
demanding horror fans. Background information is also offered along with lists of pertinent
resources. Special features of this book are a new streamlined organization for easy access; the
inclusion of graphic novels; indications of audio, e-book, and large print formats; and much more. An
essential tool for readers' advisors in all library settings, and a perfect guide for fans craving for
their next great read!
Pride of Lions Aug 16 2022 A dead cheerleader. A town with a violent past. You can run from your
demons, but you can't escape evil. Eliza Kingston moved away from Silver Lake twenty years ago
after a tragedy rocked the town. She never expected to move back and she certainly never expected
to find herself in the middle of a murderer's deadly games. Evan Harding hung up his detective
badge 18 months ago and moved back to his hometown to start over. He was just beginning to
rebuild his life when he walked into a cafe and right into Eliza Kingston. Evan and Eliza have a
complicated history and it isn't long before they both realize that those complications aren't going to
stay in the past. After stumbling upon a murdered cheerleader, Eliza and Evan are determined to
find her killer. While working the case, they also must navigate the dangerous terrain of their
unresolved feelings. Just as they start to find a way back to each other, another girl is murdered and
no one in Silver Lake is safe. Can Eliza and Evan catch the killer before another victim loses her life?
Utterly gripping mystery for readers who love Lisa Regan, Kendra Elliot, and Melinda Leigh.
********** Topics: romantic suspense, mystery, murder mystery, serial killer, detective, police
procedural, amateur detective, crime, suspense, psychological thriller, friends to lovers, romance,
love story, mystery series, romance series, twist, surprise, suspenseful, surprising, female sleuth,
female heroine Perfect for fans of: Kendra Elliot, Melinda Leigh, Blake Pierce, Lisa Regan, A.J.



Rivers, Mary Burton, Nora Roberts, Lisa Jackson, Lisa Gray, Rachel Caine, T.R. Ragan, D.K. Hood
Essentials of Consumer Behavior Nov 06 2021 Essentials of Consumer Behavior offers an
alternative to traditional textbooks for graduate students. Shorter than competing books, but no less
rigorous, it includes unique material on vulnerable consumers and ethics. Balancing a strong
academic foundation with a practical approach, Stephens emphasizes that consumer behavior does
not simply equate to buyer behavior. She examines the thoughts, feelings, and behaviors that shape
consumers’ attitudes and motivations in relation to brands, products, and marketing messages.
Providing a concise guide to the discipline, the author covers key themes such as vulnerable
consumers, new technologies, and collaborative consumption. The book is supported by a rich
companion website offering links to videos and podcasts, surveys, quizzes, further readings, and
more. It will be a valuable text for any graduate student of consumer behavior or marketing, as well
as any interested consumers.
My Little Woven Thoughts Jul 15 2022 Now that I am hooked, what's next? Will my marriage be
remembered as a fairy tale? Will everyday be sunny? How will we handle our differences? Are you
happy in your marriage? Does it feel like you keep dealing with the same problems? Did you really
think that your marriage was going to be perfect, even though your soul mate had arrived? Has your
husband moved to the head position? Have you down shifted to the neck? Have you two learned how
to agree to disagree? Has your marriage lost its spark? Do you all still have date night? No matter
how you may have answered these questions, this is a book every married couple should read. I
shared some of my deepest and personal pages of my journal in my first book titled, My Little Woven
Thoughts-Volume I-Who's Eve Am I? Now I have done the same thing in this book. My husband
Thomas (TJ) and I had been married more than once. This time we both wanted to experience the
togetherness, excitement and gain the will power to resolve any issues that might come up in our
day to day activities. We are determined not to end up divorced again. We wanted to get a better
understanding of the roles that a man and a woman play in a God-fearing marriage. The only way we
were going to achieve this goal is by surrendering all of our ideas to what marriage was really about
and trust God's instructions. Not only did we have to trust God's instructions, we had to believe in
those instructions and we had to apply those instructions every day. Is marriage easy? No, but with
every challenge that comes your way, you must continue to choose your soul mate. I heard Oscar
Johnson, my father-in-law say, "Every morning that God allows you to wake up to see your "soul
mate"; you must remember the vows you took before God." It will be your choice if you will believe
or if you will not believe that "true love can happen". We thank God daily for blessing us with a
special romance. We made the choice to "Believe God". May you learn to reevaluate your current
marriage, look inside of your own soul and try to do it God's way. We did. We are happy even when
the storms of life come. Guess what? On a daily basis we continue to choose one another. Marriage
is not a fairy tale, but with God, your marriage can reflect a true love story.
From Every Stormy Wind That Blows Mar 11 2022 Founded in 1841 in Marion, Alabama, Howard
College provided a Christian liberal arts education for young men living along the old southwestern
frontier. The founders named the school after eighteenth-century British reformer John Howard,
whose words and deeds inspired the type of enlightened moral agent and virtuous Christian citizen
the institution hoped to produce. In From Every Stormy Wind That Blows, S. Jonathan Bass provides
a comprehensive history of Howard College, which in 1965 changed its name to Samford University.
According to Bass, the “idea” of Howard College emanated from its founders’ firm commitment to
orthodox Protestantism, the tenets of Scottish philosophy, the British Enlightenment’s emphasis on
virtue, and the moral reforms of the age. From the Old South, through the Civil War and
Reconstruction, to the New South, Howard College adapted to new conditions while continuing to
teach the necessary ingredients to transform young southern men into useful and enlightened
Christian citizens. Throughout its history, Howard College faced challenges both within and without.
As with other institutions in the South, slavery played a central role in its founding, with most of the
college’s principal benefactors, organizers, and board of trustees earning financial gains from
enslaved labor. The Civil War swept away the college’s large endowment and growing student



enrollment, and the school never regained a solid financial footing during the subsequent
decades—barely surviving bankruptcy and public auction. In 1887, with the continued decline of
southern agriculture, Howard College moved to a new campus on the outskirts of Birmingham,
where its president, Rev. Benjamin Franklin Riley, a well-known New South economic booster,
fought to restore the college’s financial health. Despite his best efforts, Howard struggled
economically until local bankers offered enough assistance to allow the institution to enter the
twentieth century with a measure of financial stability. The challenges and changes wrought by the
years transformed Howard College irrevocably. While the original “idea” of the school endured
through its classical curriculum, by the 1920s the school had all but lost its connections to John
Howard and its founding principles. From Every Stormy Wind That Blows is a fascinating look into
this storied institution’s history and Samford University’s origins.
Wendy, Master of Art Nov 18 2022 THE EXISTENTIAL DREAD OF MAKING (OR NOT MAKING)
ART TAKES CENTER STAGE IN THIS TRENCHANT SATIRE OF MFA CULTURE Wendy is an
aspiring contemporary artist whose adventures have taken her to galleries, art openings, and parties
in Los Angeles, Tokyo, and Toronto. In Wendy, Master of Art, Walter Scott’s sly wit and social
commentary zero in on MFA culture as our hero decides to hunker down and complete a master of
fine arts at the University of Hell in small-town Ontario. Finally Wendy has space to refine her
artistic practice, but in this calm, all of her unresolved insecurities and fears explode at full
volume—usually while hungover. What is the post-Jungian object as symbol? Will she ever
understand her course reading—or herself? What if she’s just not smart enough? As she develops as
an artist and a person, Wendy also finds herself in a teaching position, mentoring a perpetually
sobbing grade-grubbing undergrad. Scott’s incisively funny take on art school pretensions isn’t the
only focus. Wendy, Master of Art explores the politics of open relationships and polyamoury,
performative activism, the precarity of a life in the arts, as well as the complexities of gender
identity, sex work, drug use, and more. At its heart, this is a book about the give and take of
community - about someone learning how to navigate empathy and boundaries, and to respect
herself. It is deeply funny and endlessly relatable as it shows Wendy growing up from Millennial art
party girl to successful artist, friend, teacher—and Master of Art.
Awakening of the Soul Sep 28 2023 In 2002, Grace J. Scott began to receive messages from those
beyond the grave. Grace felt it her duty to record their voices, their thoughts, and even their
warnings. Awakening of the Soul is the amazing result. This intriguing collection of channeled
thoughts from souls in heaven, other planetary systems, and other universes will benefit those
seeking spiritual growth as well as those wanting information about preparing for upcoming Earth
changes. Much of the material is packed with information and requires time to read and digest while
other material is simple and easily understood. Presented in chronological order as received in
reflexology sessions, the conversations are completely original, unedited, and unorganized, straight
from the spirit itself. Some spirits channeled big lessons for the general public or gave messages to
individuals while some explained disasters, politics, wars, dreams, and events in our daily lives. But
all of the souls have one thing in common: they bring news that Earth is cleansing itself at a rapid
pace, and they are here to assist us through the cleansing and beyond. Epic in scope, Awakening of
the Soul is a vital tool for those looking to the future and to the fate of Earth itself.
From Here to You Nov 30 2023 One woman must decide whether she can trust a complete stranger
to protect her and unborn child from the threats of her past in this "touching modern romance" from
the author of the #1 New York Times bestseller Beautiful Disaster (Library Journal). Named one of
the "Best Romance Books of 2018" by Bookbub! As Darby Dixon sits in a tiny Texas church bathroom
on her wedding day holding a positive pregnancy test, she realizes that marrying her fiance would
be the worst decision of her life. She's never been very good at standing up for herself, but she'll
sure as hell stand up for her baby. With very little cash and a ton of courage, she flees town to take a
new name and start a new life. As a Marine, Scott "Trex" Trexler worked in the most treacherous,
corrupt, war-torn places on earth. With his new top-secret security job, he finally has a chance to
return to the one place he's felt at peace: Colorado Springs, Colorado. The moment Trex checks in at



the hotel where she's working, Darby knows he's dangerous. He may want her to think he's another
hotshot firefighter, along with all the others battling the nearby mountain blaze, but something
doesn't add up. No way will she get involved with another man she can't fully trust - and Trex clearly
isn't telling her everything. As Darby's ex gets closer and closer to finding her, both she and Trex
will soon find out that what you don't know really can hurt you. "This love story is raw, brilliant, and
gives women hope in the impossible. Nothing is more precious than that." --Audrey Carlan, #1 New
York Times bestselling author "Jamie McGuire writes with no holds barred ... real and addictive." --
USA Today "Heartfelt emotions, serious social concerns and exceptional character development
result in a touching modern romance with inspirational overtones; a sure winner." --Library Journal
Mrs. Hemingway Mar 30 2021 In the dazzling summer of 1926, Ernest Hemingway and his wife
Hadley travel from their home in Paris to a villa in the south of France. They swim, play bridge and
drink gin. But wherever they go they are accompanied by the glamorous and irrepressible Fife. Fife
is Hadleyâe(tm)s best friend. She is also Ernestâe(tm)s lover. Hadley is the first Mrs. Hemingway,
but neither she nor Fife will be the last. Over the ensuing decades, Ernestâe(tm)s literary career will
blaze a trail, but his marriages will be ignited by passion and deceit. Four extraordinary women will
learn what it means to love the most famous writer of his generation, and each will be forced to ask
herself how far she will go to remain his wifeâe¦ Luminous and intoxicating, Mrs. Hemingway
portrays real lives with rare intimacy and plumbs the depths of the human heart.
Strong Female Character Apr 04 2024 Leading film critic of her generation offers an unflinchingly
honest and humorous account of her millennial journey towards self-acceptance through a cinematic
lens. Hanna Flint speaks from the heart in Strong Female Character, a personal and incisive
reflection on how cinema has been the key to understanding herself and the world we live in. A
staunch feminist of mixed-race heritage, Hanna has succeeded in an industry not designed for
people like her. Interweaving anecdotes from familial and personal experiences - episodes of messy
sex, introspection, and that time actor Vincent D'Onofrio tweeted that Hanna Flint sounded 'like a
secret agent' - she offers a critical eye on the screen's representation of women and ethnic
minorities, their impact on her life, body image and ambitions, with the humour and eloquence that
has made her a leading film critic of her generation. Divided into the sections Origin Story, Coming
of Age, Adult Material, Workplace Drama and Strong Female Character, the book ponders how the
creative industries could better reflect our multicultural society. Warm, funny and engaging and full
of film-infused lessons, Strong Female Character will appeal to readers of all backgrounds and seeks
to help us better see ourselves in our own eyes rather than letting others decide who and what we
can be.
All Amazed Jan 01 2024 All Amazed celebrates the life and work of the late Roy Kiyooka
(1926-1994), one of Canada's first multi-disciplinary artists whose work transcended categorical and
cultural exclusivity. At various periods of his life, Kiyooka was a painter, sculptor, teacher, poet,
musician, filmmaker, and photographer. When Kiyooka arrived in Vancouver in 1959, he was already
one of Canada's most respected abstract painters. His modernist stance at the time inspired a
generation of Vancouver painters to reach beyond regionalism. In the sixties and seventies, Kiyooka
began to write and publish poetry and produce photographic works; the best known of these,
StoneDGloves (1969-1970), is both a poetic and photographic project. In all of his projects, he saw
the position of the artist as being in opposition to the institutions of art. The shape and scope of
Kiyooka's work continues to be revealed, seven years after his death. Based on a major
multidisciplinary conference at the University of British Columbia organized by such luminaries as
Michael Ondaatje, Daphne Marlatt, Scott Watson, and John O'Brian, All Amazed pays tribute to a
remarkable artist and poet who continues to amaze and astound us. Includes essays by Roy Miki,
Henry Tsang, Sheryl Conkelton, and Scott Toguri McFarlane, as well as numerous black and white
images of Kiyooka's artwork.
The Illustrated London News May 01 2021
No Logo Dec 20 2022 "What corporations fear most are consumers who ask questions. Naomi Klein
offers us the arguments with which to take on the superbrands." Billy Bragg from the bookjacket.



Los Angeles Noir 2 Oct 06 2021 “This entry, with its high-quality stories from such genre masters as
Raymond Chandler and James M. Cain, outshines the typical all-original anthology.”—Publishers
Weekly In Akashic Books’s acclaimed series of original noir anthologies, each book comprises all
new stories, each one set in a distinct neighborhood or location within the respective city. This
collection of classic stories—the sequel to the award-winning, bestselling Los Angeles
Noir—“reaffirm[s] that the shadows cast by the Southland’s sun, and its gloomy ocean fog, have
proved some of noir’s most fertile territory” (Los Angeles Times). This anthology features stories by
Raymond Chandler, Paul Cain, James Ellroy, Leigh Brackett, James M. Cain, Chester Himes, Ross
MacDonald, Walter Mosley, Naomi Hirahara, Margaret Millar, Joseph Hansen, William Campbell
Gault, Jervey Tervalon, Kate Braverman, and Yxta Maya Murray. “If you love either mysteries or
tales about our corner of the world, pick up Noir 2 . . . Hey, the concept of ‘noir’—dark, steamy
mystery stories—was invented here.”—Los Angeles Daily News
Shifting the Center Aug 04 2021 Shifting the Center: Understanding Contemporary Families, Sixth
Edition is a popular anthology of readings used in Sociology of Family and of
Marriages/Families/Intimate Relationship courses. Editor Susan J. Ferguson brings together
carefully selected pieces written by leading family researchers and drawn from a variety of scholarly
sources, including articles from the leading family journals and excerpts from several classic book-
length studies. She also provides background and context to help students connect the topics in the
readings to the broader themes in the study of family sociology. The table of contents follows the
same scope and sequence as the leading family survey texts. Included with this title: LMS Cartridge:
Import this title’s instructor resources into your school’s learning management system (LMS) and
save time. Don’t use an LMS? You can still access all of the same online resources for this title via
the password-protected Instructor Resource Site. Learn more.
Eco-Concepts Jun 13 2022 Eco-Concepts: Critical Reflections in Emerging Ecocritical Theory and
Ecological Thought offers an intellectual journey through the ever-evolving landscapes of
environmental discourse. This thought-provoking volume brings together contributors from
international scholarship to scrutinize and illuminate the contemporary trends reshaping our
understanding of the natural environment. From the intricate interplay of rising ecocritical theories
like restoration and empirical ecocriticism to the nuanced shifts in the reimagining of ecological
concepts, this book unravels the complexities of our relationship with the natural sphere. This
scholarly collection serves as a compass, guiding readers through the uncharted territories of
environmental scholarship or revisiting existing study through fresh critical perspectives. Eco-
Concepts strives to become an essential source of reference for academics, students, and individuals
seeking an in-depth exploration of the innovative notions influencing the trajectory of discussions on
ecology.
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